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Chapter 1 : Letter to the editor - Wikipedia
The Daily Letter is a project that started with hopes of restoring the beautiful nature of humanity to its rightful place in
society. The words that populate these pages are often written to people that we do not know but have encouraged,
inspired or restored our faith in humanity.

Subject matter[ edit ] The subject matter of letters to the editor vary widely. However, the most common
topics include: Remarking on materials such as a news story that have appeared in a previous edition. Such
letters may either be critical or praising. Correcting a perceived error or misrepresentation. History[ edit ] The
examples and perspective in this section may not represent a worldwide view of the subject. You may improve
this article , discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate. December Learn how
and when to remove this template message LTEs always have been a feature of American newspapers. Much
of the earliest news reports and commentaries published by early-American newspapers were delivered in the
form of letters, and by the midth century, LTEs were a dominant carrier of political and social discourse.
Through the 19th century, LTEs were increasingly centralized near the editorials of newspapers, so that by the
turn of the 20th century LTEs had become permanent fixtures of the opinion pages. Modern LTE forums
differ little from those earlier counterparts. A typical forum will include a half-dozen to a dozen letters or
excerpts from letters. The letters chosen for publication usually are only a sample of the total letters submitted,
with larger-circulation publications running a much smaller percentage of submissions and small-circulation
publications running nearly all of the relatively few letters they receive. Editors generally read all submissions,
but in general most will automatically reject letters that include profanity, libelous statements, personal attacks
against individuals or specific organizations, that are unreasonably long most publications suggest length
limits ranging from to words or that are submitted anonymously. The latter criterion is a fairly recent
development in LTE management. By the s, editors had developed strong negative attitudes toward
anonymous letters, and by the end of the 20th century, about 94 percent of newspapers automatically rejected
anonymous LTEs. Although many journalists derided the anonymous call-in forums as unethical for instance,
someone could make an unfounded opinion without worry of the consequences or having to back the comment
up with hard facts , defenders argued that such forums upheld the free-press tradition of vigorous, uninhibited
debate similar to that found in earlier newspapers. Although primarily considered a function of print
publications, LTEs also are present in electronic media. By the early 21st century, the Internet had become a
delivery system for many LTEs via e-mail and news Web sites in fact, after several envelopes containing a
powder suspected to be anthrax were mailed to lawmakers and journalists, several news organizations
announced they would only accept e-mail LTEs. Because the Internet broadly expanded the potential
readership of editorials and opinion columns at small newspapers, their controversial editorials or columns
could sometimes attract much more e-mail than they were used to handling â€” so much so that a few
newspapers had their e-mail servers crash. Clark of the St. Paul Pioneer Press, who wrote, "Consider letters as
a barometer of how well you are engaging readers or viewers. This can promote a debate of issues that are
personal, contentious or embarrassing, yet are of importance to raise in a public debate. His local paper wrote
a front-page story under the headline of " MLA Reitsma is a liar and we can prove it.
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Since , Arts & Letters Daily has linked to more than 17, articles, book reviews and essays. Consider supporting us. For
30 years, an unpublished manuscript about slaves and sailors in the Caribbean has been an underground sensation.

Posted by Ken on May 23, Seneca was a prominent Roman philosopher and playwright who published several
essential works about Stoicism. He is considered one of the three key Stoic philosophers alongside Marcus
Aurelius and Epictetus , counseled Emperor Nero, and is often credited with rendering Stoicism more
accessible to a larger audience than his counterparts. You can read a longer profile about Seneca here. In basic
terms, Stoicism teaches us that if we have the essentials and a strong inner spirit , we can radically accept and
endure whatever circumstances the universe throws at us. Letters from a Stoic , which Seneca wrote toward
the end of his life from approximately 63 AD to 65 AD, expands upon these lessons. Letters from a Stoic is
presumably a collection of letters Seneca sent to his friend Lucilius â€” then the procurator of Sicily
essentially an official in Ancient Rome â€” advising him on how to become a better Stoic. The first recorded
full translation of these letters to English was by Thomas Lodge in , and they have been translated many times
since. Letters from a Stoic contains a selection of these letters and key lessons about Stoicism , such as making
the most with what we have in the time we have. We have broken down the central lessons from the book
below. Instead, Stoicism preaches that moderation is key , function is more important than form , and that we
should not live in excess. Avoid binging on that whole bag of Doritos, basically. We are raised in a society
that values ornamentation, so it may be tricky to rid ourselves of that desire. Seneca gives us guidelines on
how to free ourselves from this mindset. We should work on being satisfied with what we do have, to take
pleasure in the simple things. Those who want more than what they need and what they have will always want
more, and this only leads to a cycle of dissatisfaction. Seneca advises us to spend time living without these
extras of our own free will. He says we should cultivate a relationship with poverty. In a modern context, we
might experiment going without our computers, our phones, our TVs and intentionally fasting from time to
time. Once we know we can handle life without these things, we can be free from the fear of losing them. On
top of being happy with the essentials, developing our inner self is key. Seneca has advice on how to do that as
well. Seneca insists that these are not worthy excuses â€” we can and should make time for our mental health
â€” it is an important full-time job, not something we should shove to the side in favor of other tasks. But
where do we start on this self-improvement journey? Being content with enough as discussed above is an
important piece. However, Seneca expands upon self-improvement in more ways throughout his texts. One of
the first steps to improving ourselves is recognizing our own flaws. For a lot of us, being troubled by the
outside world is one of those flaws. Some philosophies aim to eliminate feeling those troubles at all. While
Stoicism wants to lessen the impact of external factors on our happiness, it does not tell us to avoid being
troubled, which Seneca views as unrealistic, but rather to know that we will overcome these troubled feelings.
If there were anything substantial in them they would sooner or later bring a sense of fullness; as it is they
simply aggravate the thirst of those who swallow them. Bragging about this lifestyle not only defeats part of
the essence of the lifestyle, as showing off to others is an external form of validation rather than inner , but it
also may alienate others from trying it out. We should lead quietly by example and then help those curious
rather than trying to proselytize. As an aside, Seneca does not suggest that physical health is unimportant â€”
maintaining our health is important for both ourselves and those who care about us â€” but does say that more
energy should be put into cultivating our minds. Our bodies will eventually fail us as we age and illness
strikes, but enduring these eventualities is easier when we have strong minds. Finally, we should embrace the
present moment. While we should examine our past and our flaws in order to make future decisions, we
should live in the present as much as possible. As for anxiety â€” worrying about the future â€” that does not
help either. What will come, will come. The best thing we can do is fortify ourselves and know that we will
overcome our misfortunes , but dread does not serve us. He also emphasizes the importance of being your own
friend; that the person who befriends themselves will never be alone and will be a friend of all. First, we must
acknowledge that we are all equals. We are not better than others due to our circumstances, our occupation, or
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our place in our society. Our positions can change at any moment â€” slaves become masters, masters become
slaves, princes become paupers, and so on â€” we should not look down on anyone based on our current,
possibly temporary, positions. Then we must judge who is worthy of being our friend. We should be cautious
of their influence. Crowds can lead us to indulge in our vices in ways we may not on our own. Think of being
encouraged to down shot after shot at a party, or the mobs of old gathering their pitchforks in united bloodlust.
This mob mentality is not only dangerous to others, but to our own character. Crowds can lead us to losing
control of ourselves, which Stoicism strongly discourages. However, Seneca does not urge us to isolate
ourselves from all of society. We can celebrate, holidays for example, with others if we are determined to
avoid indulgence in excess, as well as to avoid becoming too involved in groupthink. Perhaps you will be
cajoled, made fun of, or otherwise judged â€” peer pressured â€” by those who want to bring you to their
level. But Seneca reminds us that the judgments of others do not matter as much as our own â€” we must
strive to live with virtue and integrity, because at the end of the day it is ourselves we must face. Now who
should be considered worthy of being a friend? Seneca advises that we do not use the term friend lightly â€”
his teachings here boil down to quality over quantity. We should spend our energy on cultivating a few
friendships rather than many. Is our potential friend a good influence? We should surround ourselves with
people we seek to be like , who will help us improve and grow, rather than those who may negatively impact
our lives. While we of course can counsel those who are in a bad place, we should be wary of allowing them
to come so close that we are affected by their negativity. Also, we should not base the friendship on how
useful the friendship is, even if the friendship is useful to both parties. This is because once that usefulness has
dried up, the friendship will likely fall apart. This next lesson is key. If we treat our friends with suspicion, like
they might betray us, then we may bring about a self-fulfilling prophecy. We should be able to tell our friends
things we only tell ourselves. What about losing a friend? To circumstance or to death? While grief is only
natural, we should not succumb to it. We must recognize the sweetness of the friendship, the positive,
cherished times we had. We can endure loss, and we will grow from it. We will find new friendship, new love.
The sections above cover the majority of the musings and lessons found in Letters from a Stoic. We do,
however, encourage you to read the book for yourself, which you can purchase here. I am acting on behalf of
later generations. I am writing down a few things that may be of use to them. The wise man needs hands and
eyes and a great number of things that are required for the purposes of day-to-day life; but he lacks nothing,
for lacking something implies that it is a necessity and nothing, to the wise man, is a necessity. It does not
make any difference what a man says; what matters is how he feels, and not how he feels on one particular day
but how he feels at all timesâ€¦Only the wise man is content with what is his. All foolishness suffers the
burden of dissatisfaction with itself. Stoicism primer and resources.
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Emily Loerke (and sometimes her husband Tim) blog about daily love letters, marriage, food, music, dancing in
jammers, sleeping late in the biscuit, and building forts.

Theories abound as to his intent for Drood, but can we know for sure? Instead the dystopian futurist is the
darling of the tech elite It was hardly the last What explains the absence of the socially ambitious Great
Canadian Novel? Why is it reaching print only now? Was he a Nazi spy? Many were well-known weeds Jane
Austen was upset with a printing delay. Russian history has been a godsend for literature. And for political
language as well Bruno Latour, a contemporary philosopher, anticipated it or helped cause it. She was strange,
intelligent, and idiosyncratic, but her life tells us much about ourselves Le Guin did not appreciate being
labeled a science-fiction writer: Philip Dosse was a brilliant, eccentric, tyrant of a publisher. Then his empire
of arts magazines failed But just think how different things might be had he, not William F. In modern writing,
much less happens. How thinking supplanted action in literature Ideas, not technology, drive the biggest
historical changes But Hilma af Klint predated him. Her art was informed by seances â€” what the spirits said,
she did So were his challenges as a freelance writer: Before literary reviewing got so nice, even legendary
writers could expect to be savaged, usually by Martin Seymour-Smith Nietzsche does not deserve his bad rap.
It is the job of the novelist to turn information â€” and misinformation â€” into wisdom In his bleak work,
days churn by and nothing progresses The scholar of seemingly everything is dead, at After six volumes, an
open question about Knausgaard: Is he too self-centered to write of anything but himself? It was an elaborate
hoax â€” or was it? But visiting them feels like a masochistic march through an existential void Mythic Crete
was the Silicon Valley of the ancient world, home of the cryptic maze, manned flight, self-guided arrows
Disease killed her son; her husband fell off a mountain. He smoked, read Turgenev with a revolver, and wrote
bad poetry But the idea of all-encompassing rationality is a mirage How a Russian textile magnate became one
of the most important patrons of the Parisian avant-garde How to reconcile her cheery letters â€” cooking,
acquiring a hunky husband â€” with a disenchanting domestic life? Architectural Digest made a fortune by
placing a good bet: Americans would drool over celebrity, money, and power He is relentlessly reinterpreted,
analyzed, medicalized, flattered, and diminished. Then he wrote the first neoconservative novel, Mr. But
darkness is at the heart of Stoicism It is outranked only by porn" Literary criticism is a valuable way to
understand religious texts. But do the same methods work for the Bible and Quran? He always seemed to want
to be somewhere else, doing something else In the space between what Joyce knew about his father, a violent
drunk, and what Joyce felt about him, the author forged his style But it can also rally us to the cause of
individual freedom His art, like his love life, was inscrutable His temper â€” a radical who demonstrates the
virtues of conservatism â€” is the very opposite of what passes for serious thought these days Behind the
cuddly icon was a relentlessly counterintuitive thinker â€” self-sacrifice over self-interest, obligations over
rights, dying over killing But when they are widely accepted, illusions become very powerful social facts We
ruthlessly divide our time into efficient units. We even walk faster than we used to. Time to slow down The
Greeks reviled it; the Judeo-Christian tradition thought it could lead to redemption. But are we really suffering
a surfeit of rationality But are we paying close attention to what we read? But his talent was to annoy as much
as to amuse Above all, a man exquisitely attuned to small slights Moral progress is, after all, fragile. But can
our highest aspiration really be a purpose-free life? Or is the philosopher a hidden giant hampered by his
perfectionism? Wingo set out to walk around the world backward. Lebron explains, it is a lie Some are just
plain bad. But readability is not always good. The case for difficult books Bullshitters get the kudos without
the work Could a treaty signed in be the cause? The four extant original manuscripts of Old English poetry are
a reminder of the yawning void of history He was ill and depressed. Then he rediscovered prose For Thomas
Wyatt, this meant collaborating with â€” and falling victim to â€” tyrants Fascists have long looked to the
ancient world as a source of ideology and pride. They are abetted by a generation of scholars Yet it can still
produce good work Gothic literature is more than candles and curses. Its chief concerns are terror, the sublime,
and the uncanny Magritte found it when he set those all aside to make a joke His music, heavily influenced by
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poetry, is easy to love but hard to explain They are people of all ages and all colors protective of their liberties
In a slew of new books, scholars try and fail Imagine Herzog in the era of the status update But does the
abstract concept have a precise history? It begins in We overshare about our personal lives and fail to
understand those of others. Narcissism spreads; empathy vanishes It is to become wiser Still, we live in a
literary culture that ignores women Did the new reality demand a new style of critique? But what is charm?
But perhaps borrowing is simply part of art Libraries have a steady, timeless feel, as if there we can live
forever The moralizers are young, and their quest is for representation and social justice. She writes in praise
of books that linger on the unattractive and uninteresting Does this annual orgy of inaccuracy, overstatement,
and self-righteousness serve any purpose? It is a work of unalloyed certainty â€” and danger Laura Kipnis is
concerned
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Chapter 4 : A Daily Dispatch of Relationship and Dating Advice - Love Letters
The community comments from the night were looking for answers and to ask the county to please "put on the brakes,"
sit back, gather the info required and conduct a community impact report to do.

What to include in your letter Resignation letters should be simple and straightforward. Vicki Salemi, a career
expert for Monster , laid out the four basic pieces of information that must be present: Even if you had your
differences, thank your supervisor for the opportunity to work for the company. It could be shared with
potential future employers, so keep its contents professional and polite, she wrote. Although it might make
sense to explain a relocation or a decision to leave the workforce, our sources agreed that it is not necessary to
tell your current employer why you are resigning. This is especially true if you are leaving for a competitor:
Spiteful employers may contact your new workplace and speak poorly of you. What you hated about the job:
No matter how bitter you are, resist the urge to vent in your resignation letter, Salemi said. Twersky stressed
the importance of keeping a calm, professional tone in your letter. An aggressive or otherwise emotional letter
will only come back to hurt you. Similarly, Salemi recommended avoiding emotionally charged personal
sentences that include "I think" or "I feel," unless they are expressing a positive sentiment of gratitude. These
are also good tips for the conversation in which you tell your supervisor or manager that you are leaving. Just
stay polite, respectful and professional throughout the discussion. Resignation letter template Based on advice
from our expert sources, here is a basic, all-purpose resignation letter template that you can fill in with your
personal details. Remember, you are not required to include your reason for resigning in your letter. My last
day with [company] will be [end date]. To ease the transition after my departure, I am happy to assist you with
any training tasks during my final weeks on the job. I intend to leave thorough instructions and up-to-date
records for my replacement. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the knowledge and
experience I have gained by working here. Sincerely, [Your signature and printed name] Less is more when it
comes to resignation letters, Salemi said, so be as succinct as possible. She also noted that you should submit a
revised letter if your end date changes for any reason.
Chapter 5 : LETTER: Partisan politics is the problem | The Daily Republic
Dear Daily Trump: Face it. With your boneheaded endorsement of Knute Buehler, the Gazette-Times' editorial board
has also endorsed Donald Trump's fascist agenda both now and for

Chapter 6 : Letters - Daily Advance
Daily Herald is suburban Chicago's largest daily newspaper. Daily Herald provides a local perspective with local content
such as the northwest suburbs most comprehensive news on the web. Your.

Chapter 7 : Letter to the Editor Guidelines
Below is the letter in full, as presented by CNN, that Christine Blasey Ford wrote to Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) in
July, in which she accused Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of sexual assault.

Chapter 8 : Arts & Letters Daily - ideas, criticism, debate
I am pretty sure what the lender is asking is an Award Letter. When doing a loan modification most lenders will verify the
income so substantuate the reason for the loan modification.

Chapter 9 : The four-letter word | News, Sports, Jobs - The Daily news
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The AICPA publishes CPA Letter Daily, a free e-newsletter published each www.nxgvision.com newsletter, which covers
the most important stories in business, finance and accounting, as well as AICPA information, was created to deliver
news to CPAs and others who work with the accounting profession.
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